PRINT FINISHING SOLUTIONS

INDIA

FASTBACK 20
MULTI-PURPOSE
BINDING MACHINE
Fast, versatile, durable tape binding

WE VALUE YOUR DOCUMENTS

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?

The Fastback 20 is the ideal binding machine for all corporations,
financial institutions, copy shops, print environments, or education
establishments that require professional-looking presentations,
yearbooks or bound documents at a fraction of the time required to
bind with alternative binding solutions such as coil, comb, or wire. This
machine offers unprecedented ease of use with its LCD display that
guides the user through each operation using animated illustrations.
A fast, full featured machine for binding in medium to large quantities.
This multipurpose machine handles tape binding, perfect binding and
hardcover book binding. It can create anything from a simple report to
a 350 sheet hardback book. Binds 10 to 350 sheets in 13-20 seconds.

Neopost ensures the best customer and after sales service in the
world. Whether for advice or support, you will benefit from our
commitment to supply first-class service - on the phone, on site or
online. Neopost is a world leader in mailing and logistics solutions.
Neopost India is highly committed to providing Business Mailing &
Print Finishing Solutions that suit specific organisational needs.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Neopost and the Neopost logo are registered trademarks of Neopost S.A. All other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.

FASTBACK 20

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Speed

Binds 10 to 350 sheets in 13-20 seconds
3.5 times faster than punch and bind
10 to 350 sheets
80 to 120 gsm
Narrow, Medium, Wide
Yes
Strip, hardcover, perfect binding
Yes (<2 edit cycles)
<3 minutes

Binding Capacity
Optimal Paper Weight
Spine Thickness
Graphical User Interface
Binding Styles
Edit Capability
Warm-up Time
Machine Dimensions

23.5" x 9" x 23" (W x H x D)
60 x 23 x 58 cm (W x H x D)
30 kg
115 VAC, 60 Hz, 7 Amps
UL, CE, CUL, TUV, DENAN

Weight
Power Requirements
Regulatory Approvals
• Minimal training required
• Easy to produce professional documents

ONE TOUCH FUNCTION

3 DIFFERENT STRIP WIDTHS
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SUPER STRONG BIND

LAY FLAT

